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COMPIEGNE - 01 July 

Race 1 

1. HAPPY CHRISNAT - Well held in all three attempts at this grade so far this 
year. Plenty to find on form. 

2. CAMOGIE - Tried to make all in a Lyon-Parilly G3 over 2200m but weakened 
to finish fourth on only second start. Trainer has a good strike rate, Drop in trip 
should suit. Big chance. 

3. CHORBA - Made a late challenge Deauville LR to finish fifth 1600m in May. 
Easier company and a longer trip should suit. Deserves respect. 

4. HURACAN - Has been placed in maiden races last two starts but will need 
to show considerably more to be competitive.  

5. ROBLE - Showed little in only two career starts. May not play a part in the 
finish. 

6. CONTROL TOWER - Respectable sixth G3 Chantilly 2400m. Down in grade 
so better suited. Could be a key player.  

7. BALKOVSKA - Has struggled in minor events since winning a claimer last 
year. Will find this company tougher so best hope is a place.  

Summary 

CAMOGIE (2) did well to finish a close fourth on recent G3 attempt. Stable in 
form and a drop in trip as well as class could suit. The one to beat. CONTROL 
TOWER (6) ran a decent sixth in a Chantilly G3 last time out to also feature on 
the shortlist. CHORBA (3) finished well to take fifth in a recent Listed contest. 
Top trainer now places the filly in a lower grade and is upped in trip. Each way 
chance. BALKOVSKA (7) did win a claiming race last year but faces a tougher 
test here. Place at best. 

Selections 

CAMOGIE (2) - CONTROL TOWER (6) - CHORBA (3) - BALKOVSKA (7) 
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Race 2 

1. SANCTA SEDES - Newcomer sired by Sea The Stars. Appeals on pedigree 
and top jockey is booked. One for the shortlist.  

2. HIGH LADY - Introductory run for Camelot sired filly. Trainer has a good 
strike rate so cannot be dismissed.  

3. DENIA - Newcomer by Camelot. Best watched for now.  

4. CHITTA KATHA - First run for 2yo filly sired by Myboycharlie. Stable does 
not have an attractive strike rate so others preferred.  

5. AL ULA - Opening race for 2yo filly sired by Anodin. Legendary trainer so 
must be respected.  

6. MAGIC KEY - First track appearance for 2yo Siyouni filly. Trainer has a good 
strike rate. Should shape up well on debut. 

7. TAHLIE - One of the leading trainers debuts a filly sired by Rio De La Plata. 
Deserves respect with in form jockey on board.  

8. NOBLE HEIDI - Filly sired by Intello facing the starter for the first time. 
Intriguing newcomer. 

9. LADDIES - First racecourse appearance for 2yo Wootton Bassett filly. Top 
trainer so must be respected. Looks a likely type on pedigree. 

10. URBAN DESIGN - Track debut for filly sired by Footstepsinthesand. 
Interesting newcomer. 

Summary 

As with any field of yet to race juveniles the betting market will prove the best 
guide. Those on the shortlist include LADDIES (9) who maintains a decent 
pedigree and top trainer. MAGIC KEY (6) is from an in form stable. TAHLIE (7) 
represents a leading trainer and has a jockey going well. SANCTA SEDES (1) 
appeals on pedigree and has a top jockey booked. 

Selections 

LADDIES (9) - MAGIC KEY (6) - TAHLIE (7) - SANCTA SEDES (1) 
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Race 3 

1. VISSANI - One of the leading trainers debuts this Dariyan 2yo colt. Deserves 
respect with top jockey on board. 

2. HIGH IMPACT - Newcomer sired by Deep Impact. Trainer has a good strike 
rate so must be considered.  

3. MIRAGE REVE - Opening race for 2yo Pedro The Great colt. Trainer in 
winning form so could shape with promise.  

4. RAIKU - First racecourse appearance for Showcasing colt. Legendary trainer 
so must be respected.  

5. ASTONISHER - First time at the track for a colt sired by Gutaifan. Has in 
form jockey booked so cannot be ruled out of a place.   

6. LUTHER CEE - Introductory run for 2yo colt by War Command. May need 
the run. 

7. SUPER SUPER SONIC - First track appearance for colt sired by Territories. 
Another to consider.  

8. SLEDGE HAMMER - Newcomer by Pastorius. Watch for any market interest.  

9. FUNAMBULIST - First racecourse appearance for a 2yo New Bay colt. Top 
trainer so has to be shortlisted.  Looks a likely type on pedigree. 

10. COSMAS - First run for 2yo colt sired by Soldier Hollow. Best watched 
unless market hints otherwise.  

11. SCARFACE - Track debut for Dream Ahead 2yo colt. Interesting 
newcomer. 

12. MARILLAMAN - First race for Myboycharlie 2yo colt. Best watched for now. 

Summary 

As with any race featuring yet to race juveniles the betting market will be 
revealing. Those on the shortlist include FUNAMBULIST (9) who boasts a good 
pedigree and top trainer. SCARFACE (11) is an interesting newcomer on 
breeding. VISSANI (1) represents a leading trainer. ASTONISHER (5) will be 
boosted by an in form jockey. 

Selections 

FUNAMBULIST (9) - SCARFACE (11) - VISSANI (1) - ASTONISHER (5) 
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Race 4 

1. ANCA - Faded in latest race at Bordeaux over 1900m for sixth. Drop in trip 
will suit and stable in good form so must be respected.  

2. CRACK REGIMENT - Sixth in last appearance in native GB. Moderate form 
in previous visits to France so not a leading fancy. 

3. ULTRAMARINE - Narrowly defeated in last start in a 1800m maiden. More 
to do in this race but trainer in good form so cannot be ruled out.  

4. MAGIC VATI - Well held in all three starts. Plenty to find on form. 

5. HASEEFAH - Finsihed second in a minor maiden at Tarbes last month. 
Trainer has a good strike rate and top jockey engaged so could step up in class 
and be a factor.  

6. CRUSH ON ME - Moderate form in three starts and more to do in this contest. 
Place at best. 

7. MADELEINE MOVES - Prominent racer who faded out of contention on last 
run over this trip. Will have to find more in this race. 

8. ORPANAMA DAVIS - Has failed to make the frame in all three starts but has 
fared reasonably well. Improvement would lead to a good chance.  

Summary 

ANCA (1) weakened near the finish over 1900m last time finishing sixth. Drop 
in trip could suit and stable in good form to hold most appeal. HASEEFAH (5) 
ran second in a maiden recently. Both stable and jockey are going well so 
warrants respect. ORPANAMA DAVIS (8) comes with moderate credentials but 
might improve enough to deliver a minor placing. ULTRAMARINE (3) was a 
narrow runner up in latest and holds each way chances. 

Selections 

ANCA (1) - HASEEFAH (5) - ORPANAMA DAVIS (8) - ULTRAMARINE (3) 
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Race 5 

1. NIGEL - Son of Makfi makes his track debut. Might need the outing.  

2. FITZCARRALDO - Opening race for 3yo gelding by Makfi. Best watched for 
now. 

3. AMIRAL SUISSE - First time at the racecourse for this son of Le Havre. 
Others preferred on profile.  

4. STAR LAD - Gelding by Planteur debuts in this race. Trainer has a good 
strike rate so cannot be ruled out.  

5. THINKING CAP - Newcomer by Style Vendome. Others preferred.  

6. RUM TUM TUGGER - Son of Tres Rock Danon makes his debut. May need 
the experience.  

7. ZAYKAVA - Outstanding breeding. Top connections. If supported, follow.  

8. ANIMAL FEVER - One of the leading trainers debuts a filly sired by Animal 
Kingdom. Handled by a leading trainer and looks a likely type on pedigree. 

9. RYUJIN - Dragon Pulse 3yo filly that should shape up well on debut. 

10. ARETHA - Intriguing newcomer sired by Lord Of England from a stable with 
a healthy strike rate.  

11. SOUNDSCAPE - First racecourse appearance for 3yo Sharmadal filly. 
Appeals on pedigree and is in the hands of a master trainer. Should shape up 
well on debut.  

12. EXTREME FAST - Newcomer from a successful stable sired by Le Havre. 
Could be an each way chance with in form jockey booked.  

13. ARCTIC GIRL - Opening race for filly sired by Pastorius. May need the run.  

14. KALANI - Debut for daughter of Wootton Bassett. Best watched for now. 

15. SWEET NOVEMBER - Track debut for filly by Siyouni. Interesting 
newcomer that could be on the each way shortlist.  

16. LIGHTS COME ON - First appearance for Hunter's Light 3yo filly. May need 
the outing.  
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Summary 

As with any race contested solely by yet to race 3yo newcomers the betting 
market will prove informative. Those to consider are: ANIMAL FEVER (8) and 
SOUNDSCAPE (11) who both have the pedigree and trainers to be successful 
while the beautifully bred ZAYKAVA (7) along with EXTREME FAST (12) both 
have trainers and jockeys in form. 

Selections 

ANIMAL FEVER (8) - SOUNDSCAPE (11) - ZAYKAVA (7) - EXTREME 

FAST (12)  
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Race 6 

1. STELVIO - Just won Dieppe handicap over this trip recently. Has been 
campaigned at a competitive level so is one to keep an eye on. 

2. RUBEUS - Well held last run but did win Moulins maiden on previous start. 
May have to settle for a place.  

3. GLORY MAKER - Has been performing to a fair level in a higher grade 
recently. Trainer has healthy strike rate and top jockey. Has a big chance in this 
company.  

4. SYNCOPATION - Close up fourth Dieppe claimer in May. Will have to find 
more but could fill a minor place.  

5. JAZZMEN - Well beaten in a minor maiden at Craon last month. Plenty to 
find on form. 

6. ALWAYS DANCING - Suffered heavy defeats on both starts. Will struggle 
to get involved. 

Summary 

GLORY MAKER (3) drops in grade and is aided by a trainer with a good strike 
rate and a top jockey. The one to beat. STELVIO (1) was a narrow winner last 
start and has form at a competitive level. Set to challenge. RUBEUS (2) is a 
maiden winner who may secure a minor placing. SYNCOPATION (4) recently 
delivered a close up fourth and could be placed on this occasion. 

Selections 

GLORY MAKER (3) - STELVIO (1) - RUBEUS (2) - SYNCOPATION (4) 
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Race 7 

1. BOSQUENTIN - Managed third in a similar race Dieppe 2400m last month. 
May have to settle for a place again.  

2. BONFIRE HEART - Was well beaten last time in a higher grade handicap. 
Will relish this drop into easier company so looks sure to go close.  

3. VASY SAKHEE - Finished a narrow second in a similar event at Saint Cloud 
two starts ago. Has been mainly campaigned at a higher level. Trainer has a 
good strike rate. Will appreciate the drop in grade.  

4. BALANNJAR - Has had fair form at a slightly higher level lately but without 
filling a place. Will find this dip into lower company somewhat easier so could 
have a big part to play. 

5. LOENRIQUE - Snippets of form but not enough to recommend. 

6. CHACARANDA - Well held Chantilly handicap last month 2100m. Stable in 
good form and top jockey on board. Suited by increase in trip and this grade. 
On the shortlist.  

7. IZAKAYA - Has failed to make the frame in all four career starts. Not on the 
shortlist.  

Summary 

VASY SAKHEE (3) has been competing at a higher level and is in the hands of 
a leading trainer. Will appreciate this drop in grade and may prove the one to 
beat. BALANNJAR (4) was seeking an easier contest so could have a chance 
at this lower grade. Another to consider. BONFIRE HEART (2) drops into a 
more moderate affair. Can secure a minor placing. CHACARANDA (6) looks 
competitive at this standard and both trainer and jockey are in good form. Place 
claims. 

Selections 

VASY SAKHEE (3) - BALANNJAR (4) - BONFIRE HEART (2) - 

CHACARANDA (6)
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